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E R1 Butler Street sensory 
garden

Planted first in July 2015, a sensory garden with: lavender, rosemary, thyme, grasses, asparaus, 
catnip, mint, lemon balm, lamb's ear, chives, bay tree, curry plant, sage, oregano. 

E R2 Butler Street Bridge 
wall of climbers Planted first in April 2016 with climbing Virginia Creeper, phormium & other hardy perennials.

V R3 Central Park bulb 
edges or islands

Existing parkland turf could be broken up and made more visually interesting by clearing small, 
discrete areas and planting with bulbs or planting bulbs along water's edge; would need to 
partner with Adactus Housing Association

E R4 Waterfall of 
cotoneaster

Nice length of dense cotoneaster overhanging into canal; CRT does not want any additional 
plantings of Cotoneaster as it is a very vigorous grower so this may be a rare plant to see at such 
a location

E R5 Duck oasis Existing duck house surrounded by buddleja and other hardy vegetation

V R6 Flint Glass Wharf 
floating beds

Envision lengthy floating beds against the far canal wall planted up with 
reeds/grasses/wildflowers. Resource:  Biomatrixwater.com

V R7 Historic stone 
planting beds

Two historic stone areas from where a canal arm used to be situated. Envision low level beds of 
some sort; these are relatively shady spots so we could introduce Maidenhair and Harts Tongue 
ferns or some other kind of hardy fern species or possilby succulent perennials like Sempervivum

E R8 Lush perennial 
growth up high

Flint Glass Wharf existing corner of growth at bridge level including a plethora of ivy and a stately 
buddleja.
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V R9 Variety bed of hardy 
natives

A variety of hardy perennial plants is envisioned to provide interest throughout the year and 
attract bees and other insects

V R10 Stone garden
A small number of 'test' alpines were added amonst the stones but most didn't survive due to 
lakc of soil substrate; planting at ground level might be more successful; the soil is more like 
building rubble so alpines could work with maybe a hardy climber to spread over the large stones.

E R11 Cherry and alder mix
15 native cherry trees planted in Nov. 2015 on both sides of a small grove of existing alder trees. 
The existing grass could be removed or planted with something that will compete with it like 
Yellow Rattle. 

B R12
Kitty Street Bridge 
bulbs / wildflower 
meadow 

A sprinklng of bulbs that ACP planted reappears on this grassy area every spring; but as it 
doesn't have much seasonal interest outside of spring, it could benefit from a greater variety of 
bulbs to come out at different times of the year. Or could be planted up as a wildflower meadow.

E R13 Lock 82 living wet 
wall

When the water in Lock 82 is low you will see a host of vibrant water loving plants growing out of 
the lock walls

E R14 Bird and duck oasis 
amongst the flax

Existing duck house and bird boxes situated amongst a plethora of New Zealand flax and some 
other hardy perennials; perhaps add some early/late flowering plants for pollinators

V R15 Brownsfield Mill 
floating bed

Envision lengthy floating beds against the far canal wall planted up with 
reeds/grasses/wildflowers. Resource:  Biomatrixwater.com


